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Inspection of storage tanks in Antarctica is not something that can be done on a moment’s notice. It requires preparation for some of the harshest weather on
the planet.
On the Antarctic continent, there are three U.S. scientific
bases and some satellite support bases that have storage
tanks. The primary storage is jet fuel with some gasoline
in lesser quantity.

A new meaning for “protected” tanks
In November 2016, I inspected forty-five (45) 10,000 gallon, horizontally-installed tanks at the Amundsen-Scott
National Science Foundation base, located at the geographic South Pole in Antarctica. The warmest temperature ever recorded at the station was 9.9° F on Christmas
Day, 2011, and the lowest was −117°F on June 23, 1982.
By comparison, McMurdo Station temperatures—on
Ross Island, where the tourists get off their boats and
walk around—range from −14.8° F in August to 26.6° F in
January (that's summer down there, remember!).
The South Pole is a very harsh climate and storage tanks
must be protected from the extreme temperatures of
the winter. At the Amundsen-Scott Station, the tanks are
installed below the ice, in a building covered by ice. As a
result, the tanks stay the same temperature year
around—a balmy -50 degrees Fahrenheit.

Keeping warm—and safe
Obviously, the difficulty with performing tank inspections
at the South Pole is almost totally due to the frigid temperature. In order to get my instruments to operate, I
had to encase them in chemical hand warmers.
It’s difficult to move around with the amount of clothing
needed to keep warm. But to enter the tanks, you need
to have retrieval equipment—and a fall protection harness won’t fit over the bulky extreme temperature clothing. The result is that while using a harness, you have to
work without your parka. I can tell you, that portion of
the inspection gets done very quickly!
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Same problems, different symptoms
For all the difficulties, the type of problems one finds
with tanks in Antarctica are generally the same as in temperate climates. However, while the problems are the
same, don’t expect the symptoms to be identical. For
example, the API 650 aboveground jet fuel tanks at
McMurdo Station, where I also performed inspections,
are experiencing biological attack from a very corrosive
type of bacteria, despite the fact that the tanks contain
no free, liquid water.
The jet fuel for military aircraft requires an additive in the
tank, referred to as “fizzy”, which removes the moisture
from the fuel. The fizzy collects water, the fizzy droplets
drop to the tank bottom, and eventually make their way
to the sump and water draw.
The fizzy in the McMurdo tanks is allowing bacterial colonies to grow in the droplets that rest on the bottom. The
bacteria’s own “bio-shield” allows them to draw the water from the fizzy droplets. Thus the bacterial colony survives without free, liquid water.
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Whether the weather

Whether inspecting at the South Pole or on Ross Island,
going home afterward is also a project. After completion
of the inspections, I have to pack my equipment and have
it transported to shipping at the base. After that, I’m free
to sight-see around McMurdo Base until travel arrangements can be made.
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Weather is always the challenge in the Antarctic. I’ve
been delayed as much as a week waiting for a plane to
take off for Christchurch in New Zealand. The weather
can change at a moment’s notice and it has to be stable
enough that the plane can return to land on the ice if
necessary. There’s no other place to land!
Inspecting in the Antarctic is surely challenging. Still, I’ve
enjoyed my adventures performing tank inspections in
Antarctica.
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